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Scott S

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ugliest gun I own. But I have to admit it shoots like a champ. So if you can stand the peer pressure and can look past the aesthetics. In my humble opinion it’s a good value and fun to shoot. 











Wayne K

on
12/31/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun and Great Buds delivery. 











Wanda G

on
05/14/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Highly satisfied with price and performance. 👍 











Trisha T

on
05/09/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Amazing Exactly what i wanted and expected 











Michael J

on
01/15/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have not had a chance to use my rifle yet but i am looking forward to writing a comment once i go to the range, But Buds gun shop is a great company. 











Kevin S

on
09/21/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a good buy. Fun gun to shoot. Surprising quality for the price point. Red dot is basic but works well. I out some bigger magazines and lots of cheap 9mm ammo. This thing just chews it up and spits them down range. Nice range plinking gun. Needless to say Buds shipping and packaging was excellent. 











Mike A

on
05/10/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










At first I thought they were ugly and swore to never own one. But I drank the kool-aid and bought one.
Its perfect. Well worth the money and is accurate. It eats every type of ammo you feed it.&-
#xDC4D; 











George A

on
12/05/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










can't beat it for the money As usually Buds delivered again price and speedy delivery thanks 











Ronnell S

on
09/19/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










it came on time. Great service great gun. Love it. 











James C

on
12/30/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Had this rifle for a few years now. No problems, shoots good and lefty friendly. I know what you’re thinking, “ a hi-point?” To be a carbine under $300, not bad. Only bad thing is the 10 round magazine... 











Howard H

on
12/28/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What can I say love the High Point 9 mm carbine what a great gun, I am so sick and tired of all these gun snobs its a High Point, believe this I own many other guns I also, I own 2 high points a C9 and I just got this carbine. The red dot scope is awesome and it fires every time I pull the trigger, and its very accurate what else does a person want, oh yes it also comes with the best warranty in the business a lifetime warranty with no questions asked. Oh yes and Buds is absolutely the best, GREAT PRICE, FAST SERVICE, AND ALL THE INFORMATION AT YOUR FINGER TIPS TO MAKE THAT BUYING DECSION. Thank you buds, and thank you High Point for making an awesome gun that's 100% American made by an American. 











Timothy C

on
12/02/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun. Its a sturdy and accurate firearm. I havnt had any troubles with it yet. Definitely recommend. 











Norman J

on
11/26/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










BAD: The ergonomics on this thing SUCK. The safety is harder to reach than Cox customer service (and never works when it's supposed to), the mag release requires two hands and a GPS to locate, the length of pull is longer than the line for the terlet during halftime, and the grip and foregrip are both fatter than my last girlfriend. The trigger? I've picked snotty boogers that are less mushy and break cleaner. Shoving the magazine in the grip feels like trying to pick a lock with a broken broom handle. In the 1st thousand rounds I've had more jams, FTEs, FTFs & LMNOP's than I can count. (Disclosure: seems to be ammo finicky). TWO STARS for the carbine itself; ie it ain't quite a piece of $#! , but close. GOOD: for the price I paid, and with HP's legendary product support, it's *still* a great deal (seriously). The BSA Red Dot works well on my home defense shotty, (it's too good for this carbine). SIX STARS for value/price. SUMMARY: it's a fun little carbine totally worth buying for plinking, especially if you are limited to 50yd range indoors (suburban dwelling gun-nutters understand this). FOUR STARS overall. I got it as proof of concept to help me decide if I wanted a 9mm Carbine at all, and that's a "hell yes". Ima build a sweet-@$$ AR-9 SBR now. I'll shoot this one some more then prolly trade it for half a stale cheeseburger or a 40 of warm malt liquor -- or maybe spray-paint it pink and give it to my idiot brother... 











Robert W

on
09/27/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I recently purchased a Hi-Point 9mm Carbine with Red Dot Scope, I have been very satisfied with gun. I took it out of the box shot it with regular sights and didn't require much adjusting to get it spot on. Installation of red dot scope was simple and required only about 20 rounds to get scope zeroed in. Have shot around 150 times since purchasing the gun without any problems. Gun is really fun to shoot. Used FMJ and Critical Defense ammo with no problems. My Budsgunshop experience was a great one and will definitely purchase any future guns, accessories and ammo from them. 











Johnnie D

on
03/03/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This weapon has done everything I have asked it to do. It is accurate out to at least 75 yards. I have not shot it any distance farther than that, but a 16 ounce water battle is a easy target at 75 yards. It has cycled every time, no miss fires and being in 9 mm I can carry the same ammo as for my 1911. I leave it on my side by side as a short range firearm to carry on the farm. The price makes it even better. I would definitely recommend this to anyone who wants a short range cheap gun and would not hesitate to buy another. 











Todd W

on
02/06/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Purchased as a Christmas present for my son. We've had it to the range once and it performed flawlessly (even using cheap Tula ammo). Was able to get it sighted in with 5 rounds @ 50 yards. Pretty accurate considering we bought silhouette targets with red centers and the red dot was not visible over the bullseye. The red dot may be better for tactical applications but we've bought a 4x32 scope to put on it for our next range adventure. I'm sure the group's will shrink even more. It's a blast to shoot and easy on the wallet. I'm considering picking one up for myself also. 











Bill C

on
12/02/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Process: 1) Bud's online is quick and painless to order; shipping is typically fast and mistakes are rare (I have had 2 incorrect items at pickup out of 19 orders). 2) Sometimes when picking up an order in the store you can wait a while before being waited on unless you directly flag someone down. 3) Most everyone at Bud's Gun Shop is friendly, helpful and knowledgeable. The Weapon: 1) The Red Dot was not attached when received, I have bought scoped weapons and they come mounted so not sure what happened here. 2) It comes with 1 ten (10) round magazine and the 9mm pistol/carbine have problems with feeding due to nose diving ammo as a result of magazine springs/painted feed ramps. A tweak of the mag spring with 2 needlenose pliers and hopefully issue fixed. This only affects the 9mm. 3) Cation: Do not use ProMag magazines or you will invalidate the warranty. 4) The weapon is accurate out of the box, the sights are great (IMO) and firing it is a blast. I really enjoy buying from Bud's online and the store is a great place to shop! 











Mark H

on
10/24/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I was a little hesitant and by the far am due to the name but I'll look at all the reviews and it turned out excellent. No failures to feed or no failures to AJ at work flawless. My only con is it only comes with 1 10 round mag. Other than that it's a really fun gun. I left the red off and the factory sights are better than expected. I would recommend this gun to anyone. 











Robert L

on
07/01/2016




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Nice gun but Limited instructions and only one magazine. 











David C

on
06/22/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an awesome deal for a Carbine for someone wanting to get one. Hi-Point takes a lot of flak for being not as pretty as other guns on the market but when it comes down to reliability and accuracy they are op there with any other gone I have ever shot. With it being a 9MM I don't have to buy different ammo then my pistols and there is very little kick at all. The kick is further reduced by the internal recoil buffer that is built into the stock. Even my mom bought one of these guns and enjoys shooting it because the kick isn't overwhelming. The only modification I had to do is put some loctite on the screws for the red dot sight because it started working loose after cycling a couple hundred rounds through it. It wasn't a big deal since I wont be replacing the sight unless it breaks so it can stay on there. 











David S

on
07/01/2015




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










I just took this to the range and put 200 rounds through it. 8 FTFs were a big disappointment. I used three Hi-Point different mags, but there was no single culprit. It could have been the ammo (Magtech), but I had zero problems with 50 rounds through my SR9C. Overall, not very happy. I hate to be negative, but that's how it is. Hopefully, this is just about breaking in the gun, but 1 FTF per 20 rounds is probably too high a ratio for that kind of optimism. 











Gary A

on
03/20/2015




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










DO NOT buy this weapon unless you are really familiar with guns and how to work on them. The scope is not mounted and the instructions for doing so are practically non-existent. You have to remove the rear sight to supposedly mount the Red Dot scope. In doing so I have parts that fell off and one that is inside the chamber which I have not been able to get out. And I'm still not sure how the scope mounts. Very frustrating experience. Obviously I have not shot the gun yet. 











Donald M

on
12/30/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ordered on the 18th of December and received on the 29th. Probably due to the holidays As for the gun all I can say is SWEET. Got it home , cleaned it. It wasn't dirty but I always like to make sure nothing is sticking. The magazine did stick but a touch of oil fixed that. At the range it shot close to right on. I didn't mess with the sights as I plan to put the red dot scope on next time out. No failures of any kind.. It felt fine, trigger was smooth and recoil was minimal. All in all it was fun to shoot. Can't wait to mount the red dot scope and sight it in. I ordered another mag, the front grip and the mag holder for the stock. Nice job Hi-Point. 











Rod C

on
08/06/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun for the money. Great gun for more than your money. No FTFs or FTEs. Works with any ammo I feed it. Great accuracy/groups to 100 yards. Haven't tried further distances as long distances are not why I bought it. Also has some great after market items available at low prices direct from the factory which ships within 2 days. One of my best and most surprising buys. 











Greg B

on
07/11/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love the gun! Love dealing with Buds. Always a class act. Great products at great prices. I've gotten over 10 items from Buds and never had a problem. Thanks again Buds! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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